RagingWire’s Connect series of carrier neutral network services allows you to take advantage of robust carrier and fiber connectivity at our California, Texas and Virginia data center campuses.

**Carrier Connect** and **Internet Connect** give you easy access to best-of-breed connectivity for private networks and internet access at our Ashburn, Dallas and Sacramento carrier-neutral campuses – including 25+ different providers.

**Colo Connect** delivers direct cross connects via lit and dark fiber to local data centers and businesses in Northern Virginia and North Texas through underground fiber conduit system.

**Campus Connect** provides a nationwide managed network service between our data centers via a high capacity, high availability, redundant connection.

**Cloud Connect** is RagingWire’s cloud exchange delivering secure, direct connections to the major cloud service providers, SaaS (software as a service) applications and enterprise ecosystem.
Carrier Neutral Network Services for Today's Fast-Paced IT Environment

**Carrier Connect**
Cross connect to top telco carriers from your racks to our telco room.

**Ashburn:** Allied Telecom Group, BroadAspect, Cogent, Comcast, Cox Communications, Datatality, FiberLight, Internap, Level 3, Lighttower Networks, Lumos Networks, NTT Communications, SummitIG, Sunesys, TW Telecom, Verizon, XO Communications, Yellowfiber, Zayo

*Most all other carriers in Ashburn easily accessible by short distance diverse fibers*

**Sacramento:** AT&T, CenturyLink, Cogent, Comcast Business, Consolidated Communications, Digital Transportation Corp., IIX USA, Integra, Internap, Layer 42, Level 3, NTT Communications, Optic Access, Point to Point, Spectrum Networks, TW Telecom, Verizon Business, XO Communications, Zayo

**Dallas:** Fiberlight, Frontier Communications, Level 3, Zayo

**Internet Connect**
Blended IP services from five Tier 1 internet carriers (Level 3, NTT Communications, TW Telecom, XO Communications and Zayo).
Static routes and BGP-enabled connections available.
Agreements with multiple Tier 1 ISPs for route control and high-performance IP connectivity for business-critical applications and secure point-to-point Virtual Private Networks (VPN).
RagingWire’s network services fully support IPv6. We offer IPv6 blocks to customers and route customer-owned IPv6 blocks through our ISP routers.

**Campus Connect**
Fully managed, point-to-point, redundant, high capacity connection between RagingWire’s Ashburn, Texas and Sacramento data center campuses. Low entry point – purchase in 1 Mbps increments.
Engineered for high availability and high capacity with multiple Tier 1 carriers and BGP routing.

**Cloud Connect**
Private, secure direct interconnections to major cloud and SaaS providers through 170+ Global Points of Presence, across 20 countries
Automated provisioning and management simplifies network configuration complexity
**Cloud Services:** Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud Platform

**SaaS Applications:** Cisco WebEx, Box, LinkedIn, Zendesk, Zoom etc.
Powerful, easy-to-use customer portal includes built-in management reporting on bandwidth allocation, utilization and analytics

**Colo Connect**
Direct cross connect via dark and lit fiber to other local data centers and businesses in Northern Virginia and North Texas.
Take advantage of broader access to telco carriers, connections to area data center deployments, and streamlined data center migrations with Colo Connect.

About RagingWire Data Centers
RagingWire Data Centers designs, builds, and operates mission critical data centers that deliver 100% availability, high-density power, flexible configurations, carrier neutral connectivity, and superior customer service. The company has 113 MW of critical IT load spread across 1.5 million square feet of data center infrastructure in Northern California, Ashburn, Virginia, and Dallas, Texas, with significant growth plans in these locations and other top North American data center markets. As part of the NTT Communications group, RagingWire is one of the largest wholesale data center providers in the world with a global network of 140 data centers operated by NTT Communications under the Nexcenter™ brand and one of the most financially strong companies in the data center industry.

For more information visit www.ragingwire.com.

Take the next step.
To learn more about data center solutions from RagingWire, contact us.
Phone: 866-599-0998
Email: info@ragingwire.com
www.ragingwire.com